Analytical solutions of drying in porous media for gravity-stabilized fronts.
We develop a mathematical model for the drying of porous media in the presence of gravity. The model incorporates effects of corner flow through macroscopic liquid films that form in the cavities of pore walls, mass transfer by diffusion in the dry regions of the medium, external mass transfer over the surface, and the effect of gravity. We consider two different cases: when gravity opposes liquid flow in the corner films and leads to a stable percolation drying front, and when it acts in the opposite direction. In this part, we develop analytical results when the problem can be cast as an equivalent continuum and described as a one-dimensional (1D) problem. This is always the case when gravity acts against drying by opposing corner flow, or when it enhances drying by increasing corner film flow but it is sufficiently small. We obtain results for all relevant variables, including drying rates, extent of the macroscopic film region, and the demarkation of the two different regimes of constant rate period and falling rate period, respectively. The effects of dimensionless variables, such as the bond number, the capillary number, and the Sherwood number for external mass transfer are investigated. When gravity acts to enhance drying, a 1D solution is still possible if an appropriately defined Rayleigh number is above a critical threshold. We derive a linear stability analysis of a model problem under this condition that verifies front stability. Further analysis of this problem, when the Rayleigh number is below critical, requires a pore-network simulator which will be the focus of future work.